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1. lntroduction 

NGC 4151 is one the six original galaxies with broad high-excitation nuclear emission 

lines detected by Seyfert (1943). Galaxies with these cbaracteristics became known as 

Seyfert galaxies- !ater found to be part of a larger group of galaxies whicb exhibit unusual 

pbenomena in their nuclei that cannot be attributed to stars (Peterson 1997). These 

galaxies are called active galaxies or said to host an active galactic nucleus (AGN). 

1.1. Active Galactic Nucleus 

Today it is known that approximately 43% of ali galaxies are active to some degree (Ho 

et al. 1997). The main classes of AGNs are Quasars, Seyfert galaxies, and Low-Ionization 

Nuclear Emission Region galaxies (LINERs), the most common ones in tbe near Universe. 

Seyferts and LINERs can in addition be classified as type 1 when broad emission !ines are 

present or type 2 when these !ines cannot be detected. 

In order to explain all AGN types an Unified Model (Antonucci 1993) was proposed 

which consists of a central supermassive black bole surrounded by a hot accretion disk. As 

the infalling material spirals into the black bole it is heated to high temperatures giving rise 

to emission in all wavelengths. Close to the accretion disk, gas clouds moving at high orbital 

velocities produce broad emission lines. This region, unresolved with present technology, 

is called the Broad Line Region (BLR). The BLR is shrouded by a thick molecular torus 

which depending on the viewing angle can block our view of the nucleus. When this 

happens broad emission tines are not detected and the AGN is of type 2. Otherwise, when 

the opening of the torus lies in our line of sight the BLR can be seen and the AGN is 

classified as type 1. There are also narrow emission tines which arise at gas clouds orbiting 

the nucleus farther away and which are illuminated by the AGN. This region is known as 

the Narrow Line Region (NLR). 

Present studies suggest that only a small fraction of the infalling material is accreted 

onto the black hole - most is ejected from the nucleus by thermal or magnetocentifugal 

winds or by powerful radio-plasma jets both of which are detected in the majority of the 

active galaxies ( Crenshaw et al. 2003; Vilkoviskij et al. 2006). These outflows from the 

nucleus can be understood as a feedback mechanism from the AGN - inflow must happen 
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to trigger and fuel the activity and as a response matter and radiation are ejected from 

the nucleus and interact with the galaxy ISM. The amount of energy deposited by these 

outfiows of gas and radiation can be large enough to influence the large scale galactic 

structure bearing important consequences to galaxy formation and evolution. 

1.2. The Narrow Line Region 

The NLR is an excellent probe of AGN physics as it is small enough to be under the 

influence of the AGN - e.g. - to be ionized by the AGN and be pushed by nuclear jets and 

outflows from the accretion disk, but large enough to be resolved for the nearest galaxies. 

These processes are predominantly powered by the central engine thus understanding the 

inflow and outflow physics at this small scales is understanding the physics behind nuclear 

activity. 

At large scales, inflow is more or less accepted to happen as a consequence of 

interactions of galaxies and perturbations due to non axis-symmetric structures such as 

large scale bars and spiral arms. At small scales however, inflow mechanisms are still poorly 

understood. But the first firm clues were provided by Fathi et ai. (2006); Storchi-Bergmann 

et ai. (2007) as these authors measured for the first time streaming motions of gas towards 

the nucleus along nuclear spiral arms traced by dust obscuration and Simões Lopes et al. 

(2007) found that dust structures, either inegular or in the form of nuclear spirals are 

ubiquitous in early-type active galaxies. 

Similarly to the case of inflow, outflmv mechanisms are yet to be fully understood. 

Nevertheless outflows of gas have reportedly been detected in the NLR of active galaxies 

mostly in the form of ionized bicones. Gas in these bicones is probably accelerated by 

thermal expansion, radiation pressure, magnetic fields or a combination of these processes 

(Proga 2007) while the ionization is either provided by photoionization by the AGN, shocks 

with the radio jet or both. 

1.3. The Galaxy NGC 4151 

The gala>..ry NGC 4151 is a nearby Seyfert 1.5 with a recession velocity of 'V 997 kms- 1 

(Pedlar et ai. 1992) which corresponds to a distance of approximately 'V 13.3 Mpc aud a 
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linear spatial scale of,....., 64 pcarcsec-1 assuming H0 = 75 kms-1 . It is a grand-design 

weakly barred spiral galaxy seen almost face-on , i ,....., 21 o, and the galaxy major ax:is (MA) 

is at a position angle (PA) of 22° measured counter-clockwise from the N. The NLR of 

NGC 4151 is very rich with severa! distinct kinematic components at different position 

angles which should presumably make it easier to distinguish the infiuence of each one on 

the dynamics of the NLR. The geometry of the NLR is largely dominated by an ionization 

cone traced in the optical by 10 IIII emission at PA 60° with associated outfiows detected in 

absorption at UV and X-rays, and which was modeled as a biconical outftow of gas by Das 

et al. (2005); Crenshaw et al. (2000); Hutcbings et ai. (1999). These authors also pointed 

out that the AGN should be the primary ionization source of the bicone as no apparent 

correlation with the radio jet, seen at PA"' 77° (Mundell et ai. 2003) , could be established. 

The presence of a weak fat bar at PA 130° was confirmed by Mundell and Shone (1999) 

who also detected H I inftow produced at the shock fronts of the bar indicating a possible 

feeding channel to the AGN at kpc scales. Despite being a very well studied galaxy, see 

Ulrich (2000) the dynamics and excitation of the NLR, as well as the role of the radio jet, 

are yet not fully understood. New, unprecedent IFU data can bring new information about 

the NLR and help to clear out our understanding of AGN physics. 

2. Objectives 

Our goal is to produce 2D kinematics and fl.ux maps of the NLR of the galaxy 

NGC 4151 and to create a phenomenological model for the observed outfl.ow in arder to 

better understand the NGC 4151 NLR and AGN physics. 

3 . The Data 

The galaxy NGC 4151 was observed at the Z, J, H and K bands at three field 

locations with the Near Infrared Integral Field Spectrograph (NIFS) (McGregor et ai. 

2003) instrument of the Gemini North Telescope. After mosaicing the observations cover 

a contiguous field of 3 x 8 arcsec2 and a spectral region from 0.95 to 2.40 J.l.m. The 

observations and data reduction were carried out by our collaborators as part of the l\fiFS 

science veri:fication program. Figure 1 shows an image of the galaxy obtained with the 
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Jacobus Kapteyn Telescope (JKT) and our NIFS field superposed on the HST / FOC lO III] 
image of Winge et al. (1997), and figure 2 shows the galaxy spectrum at the nucleus (upper) 

and at a region distant 1 arcsec from the nucleus (lower). 
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Fig. 2.- Z, J, H, and K band spectra of the galaxy NGC 4151 taken at the nucleus (upper) 
and at a point distant 1 arcsec from the nucleus (lower). 

NIFS is an Integral Field Unity (IFU) with a 2048 x 2048 pixels CCD corresponding 

to a field of 3 x 3 arcsec2 in the sky. The use of adaptive optics allows NIFS to achieve 

resolutions of up to 0.1 arcsec and the spectral resolving power R '""' 5300 gives an 

uncertainty of rv 3 Á in wavelength, equivalent to rv 56 km s- 1 in velocity space. IFUs 

have the unique capability of acquiring independent spectra for each pixel on the CCD. 

The two-dimensional (2D) coverage provides detailed kinematic mappings that cannot be 

obtained with long slit spectroscopy. After ali reductiou steps are performed a data cube is 
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Fig. 1.- Upper panel: JKT image ofthe galaxy NGC 4151 with the observed field unresolved 
on the center, the whole image covers 6.8 x 6.8 arcmin2 of the sky. Lower panel: NIFS 
observations field-of-view covering 3 x 8 arcsec2 of the sky, showing the HST /FOC continuum 
subtracted optical lO III] image (Winge et al. 1997). 
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generated with two spatial directions and one spectral direction. 

Our data consists of 4 data cubes, one for each (Z, J , H and K) band, with 78 x 70 

spatial pixels yielding a total of 5460 spectra per ban~. 

4. Analysis 

The analysis consists of the measurement of the integrated ftuxes, Doppler shifts and 

broadening of the emission lines from the NLR through the fit of Gaussians to the emission 

!ines. 

Due to the large number of spectra generated by the observations, the analysis of IFU 

data requires the use of automated methods. For this task we developed an algorithm to 

optimize the fitting of Gaussian profiles to the emission lines dane by IRAF1 software 

package. The procedures to construct flux, radial velocity and velocity dispersion (a) maps 

are detailed below: 

4.1. Emission Line Fluxes 

Emission line fiux maps are produced by integrating the total flux under each emission 

line, what corresponds to slice the data cube over a spectral interval centered on the 

emission line wavelength in the galaxy rest frame and subtract a continuum levei produced 

by averaging the fluxes of spectral regions at each side of the emission 1ine. 

4.2. Radial Velocity and Velocity Dispersion 

Through the fit of Gaussian profiles it is possible to measure the gas radial velocity and 

velocity dispersion. The difference in wavelength between the center of the fitted Gaussian 

profile and the rest frame wavelength of the emission line is a measure of the Doppler shift 

1 IRAF is thc Imagc Reduction and Analysis Facility, a general purpose software systcm for Lhe reduction 
and analysis of astronomical data. Fitprofs is a task which performs profilc fitting the spectrallines. IRAF 
is written and supported by the IRAF programing group at the National Optical Astronomy Laboratories 
(NOAO). 
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produced by the relative velocity between the Earth and the observed gas. Gas velocities 

can then be calculated with the formula: 

Where v5 = 997 kms-1 is the adopted galaxy systemic velocity. 

Emission lines arising in gas clouds moving a ... vay from us will be redshiftecl to longer 

wavelengths while emission lines from gas clouds moving towarcls us will be blueshifted to 

shorter wavelengths. 

Gas clouds moving with a slíghtly different velocity than the average will procluce a 

broaclening of the emission line profile in such a way that the gas velocity clispersion is 

related with the Full Width at Half Max.imum (FWHM) of the fitted Gaussian and can be 

calculatecl through the formula O' = FW H M /2.35. 

4.3. Profile Fitting 

The IRAF jitprofs task was used to fit the IFU 20 spectra. Nevertheless fitpTojs 

requires and relies on only one initial guess for the central wavelength. This limitation 

poses a problem to IFU data analysis as the central wavelengths of the emission !ines vary 

a lot along the field resulting in poor fits to most of the data. In order to surpass this 

limitation anel optimize the fitting we cleveloped an algorithm that a llows the input of 

multiple guesses to the fi tting routine. The algorithm works as follows: first it reads a table 

with initial guess values to the central wavelengths (previously measured) of emission !ines 

at severa! points over the observed field; then, in order to increase the number of guesses 

it triangulates the points a.nd adds new guesses a t the centers of the triangles whose values 

are the arithmetic mean of the three corresponcling vertices. It then proceeds to the fitting 

with fitpTojs using as initial value for each point the closest guess available. This way the 

fitting is enhanced and optimized for the whole field as can be seen in Fig. 3, the left 

pane! shows the Br1 velocity map produced by fitprojs only anel the right panel with our 

script. For weak, low signal emission Unes the use of our algorithm is essent ial to extract 

the maximum information from the data. 
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Fig. 3.- Radial velocity maps of the Bry emission line produced by fitprofs (left) and our 
script (right). 

In some regions the emission line profiles show double-peaks or wings indicating the 

existence of more than one component. In most cases however, our spectral resolving 

power and S/N ratio is not enough to resolve each component making it difficult to 

distinguish between two or one sole component what turns the fitting routine even more 

complicated. Thus we fitted two Gaussian profiles only for the strongest tines, IS Illj and 

HeI in regions where double~peaks can be clearly seen. Our script was also used to perform 

multi-component fits as follows: First it proceeds to a single component fit as described 

above; then it uses the results of the fit as guesses to a new fit with two Gaussian profiles. 

The guesses for the central wavelengths of each Gaussian profile is that found for the single 

fit ± the FWHM/2. Figure 4 displays typical single and double-peaked emission line profiles 

and the Gaussian fits performed by our script and fitprofs. 
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Fig. 4.- Typical single (left) and double-peaked (right) emission line profiles. The dashed 
line represents the fitted Gaussian profile. 

5. Results 

We measured the following emission lines in the Z band: [S IIIJ À 9533.2 and 

HeI À 10833.2167; in the J band: IP II] À 11886.10 , rs IX} 12523, [Fe III 1257-.238 and 

jPa,BJ 12821.59; in the H band: [Feii] 16439.981; and in the K band: H2 21218.20, 

[Br 'Y] 21661.20 and [Ca VIII! 23211. We produced two-dimensional flux, radial velocity 

and cr maps for each of these lines which are shown in Figs. 5-14. For the jS IIII and HeI 

emission lines we show the two component fit and also the single component fit to aid 

visualization and compare with the other lines. 
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Fig. 5.- Left: [S III] single component fit (top), component B (middle) and component R 
(bottom) radial velocity maps. Right: Integrated fiux (top), single component fit (middle) 
and two component fit (bottom) rJ maps. The continuous, dashed and dotted lines represent 
the galaxy MA, bicone axis, and the bar respectively. Contours show the À 21 em MERLIN 
image. 
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Fig. 6.- Left: Hei single component fit (top), component B (middle) and component R 
(bottom) radial velocity maps. Right: lntegrated flux (top), single component fit (middle) 
and two component fi t (bottom) 17 maps.The continuous, dashed and dotted lines represent 
the galaxy MA, bicone axis, and the bar respectively. Contours show the ). 21 em MERLIN 
image. 
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Fig. 7.- !Fe IIJ radial velocity (top), CJ (middle) and flux (bottom) maps. The continuous, 
dashed and dotted lines represent the galaxy MA, bicone axis, and the bar respectively. 
Contours show the À 21 em MERLIN image. 
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dashed and dotted !ines represent the galaxy MA, bicone axis, and the bar respectively. 
Contours show the ,\ 21 em MERLIN image. 
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Contours show the À 21 em MERLIN image. 
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Fig. 12.- H 2 radial velocity (top), u (middle) and flux (bottom) maps. The continuous, 
dashed and dotted lines represent the galaxy MA, bicone axis, and the bar rcspectively. 
Contours show the >. 21 em MERLIN image. 
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Fig. 14.- [Ca VIII] radial velocity (top), (j (middle) and flux (bottom) maps. The continu
ous, dashed and dotted lines represent the galaxy MA, bicone axis, and the bar respectively. 
Contours show the À 21 em MERLIN image. 

5.1. Flux Distributions 

The flux distributions in the IS IIII, HeI, [Fe Ilj, H I, anel [P III emission lines (Figs. 5 

to 11) are very similar being elongated anel following approximately the PA of the bicone 

axis rv 58°. On the other hand there is a weak trend for these lines to align with the radio 

axis specially to the NE. To the SW the region with highest flu.'!: spreads out to a wider 

angle relative to the nucleus than to the NE, a characteristic also seen on the radio jet. Also 
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some knots of emission can be seen, more dearly for the fFe IIJ and H I lines which seem to 

show a relation with the observed radio emission knots. We also measured emission from 

regions outside the bicone. 

The H2 ftux distribution (Fig. 12) on the other hand is oriented at a different PA than 

the other emission !ines, approximately following the orientation of the large scale bar at PA 
"' 130° avoiding both the radio and the bicone axis. Regions of high ftux with a "banana" 

shaped morphology resembling shock fronts can be seen at both the NW and SE sides of 

the nudeus while some points at the center does not show any emission. 

The rs IXI and ICa VIII] emission !ines (Figs. 13 and 14) are coronal !ines and their 

flux distribution is more compact, decreasing with increasing radial distance from the center 

showing no relationship with the bícone, radio jet or the bar. 

5 .2. Radial Velocity 

The kinematics of the single component fit of the IS IIII, He I, IFe III, H I, and IP 11] 
emission !ines (Figs. 5 to 11) is largely dominated by the biconical outflow with gas velocities 

increasing radially from the bicone origin until a maximum velocity of "" ± 400 kms-• 

at 1 arcsec from the nudeus (blueshifted at SW and redshifted at NE) where it starts to 

decrease. Outside the bicone the ernission !ines are approxirnately at the galaxy systemic 

velocity. 

The H2 kinernatics (Fig. 12) show some asymrnetry with the highest blueshifts of 

"' -230 km s-1 between the bicone axis and the galaxy MA to the SW but with the highest 

redshifts of "' 130 km s-1 along the gala..xy MA to the NE. Some blueshifts are also seen 

to the W, along the r adio jet and away from the bicone axis at 1.5 arcsec from the center. 

Similarly to the other emission !ines, far from the bícone a..'<:is or the galaxy MA the 

velocities are dose to systemic. 

The fS IX] and fCa VIII] velocities (Figs. 13 and 14) are dose to systemic throughout 

the field. 
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5.3. Velocity Dispersion (a) 

The velocity dispersion maps are similar for the [S IIIJ, H e I, [Fe IIJ, H I, and [P II] 

emission lines (Figs. 5 to 11) with three regions of high velocity dispersion: at both ends of 

the bicone to NE and SW and at an elongated region at PA "' 125° offset "' 0.5" from the 

nucleus to the SW. For the [He I] the highest CJS are found at both ends of the bicone and 

to the SW it seems to merge with the elongated structure seen at the other a maps. The 

maximum velocity dispersions are,....., 350 kms- 1 and the minimum'""" 50 kms-1. 

The H2 a map (Fig. 12) shows the highest values ("' 250 km s-1 ) in the regions 

with the highest velocities and the lowest values (""' 40 km s-1
) in the regious with lowest 

velocities. 

The [S IX] and [Ca VIII] e7 maps (Figs. 13 and 14) show values of ,...., 100 km s- 1 

throughout the field. 

5.4. 'I\vo Components Fit: [S IIIJ and HeI 

We were able to resolve and measure the two components of the [S IIIJ and HeI 

emission lines in a region from "'-1 to 1 arcsec from the nucleus oriented along the bicone 

axis. 

For the two components fit of the [S III] line (Fig. 5) we can see that to the NE 

both components (B and R) are redshifted while to the SW both are blueshifted. The 

minimum absolute velocities of each component are dose to systemic both to the NE and 

SW, while the maximum velocity show some asymmetry reaching,....., -200 kms-1 to the SW 

in component R and "'500 kms- 1 to the NE in component B. 

For the HeI emission line (Fig. 6) two components were present over a larger region 

than for the [S III] and as for the [S III] the minimum absolute velocities of each component 

are dose to systemic. But large blueshifts of"' -350 km s-1 are seen to the SW in component 

R and large redshifts of"' 500 km s-1 are seen to the NE in component B. 

The velocity dispersions of the two components were assumed to be the same in the 

fits, but they show a similar trend as the other lines with single components, with high 

velocity dispersions at the elongated structure near the nucleus and at the NE openiug of 
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the bicone. 

6. Outflow Model 

We developed a 2D kinematic model based on our radial velocity maps similar to that 

of Das et al. (2005); Crenshaw et al. (2000), who fitted a biconical outflow model to their 

long slit spectroscopic observations of 10 IIIJ emitting gas. Our model reproduces the radial 

velocity map of a biconical outflow originated at the nucleus, in which gas is as5umed to 

flow along the bicone surfaces with velocities increasing from zero to a maximum at t he 

turnover radius according to a law: v = kr and !ater decreasing with v = Vmax - k'r , where 

r represents the distance to the origin. The modeled radial velocity map is produced by 

projecting the velocities along the bicone surfaces into the line-of-sight. Figure 15 shows 

the bicone geometry and Fig. 16 show the 2D velocity maps produced by our model for 

each face of the bicone which we call components B and R. We found that our data is best 

reproduced by a bicone with an axis oriented at position angle PA = 58 °, half opening 

angle a = 30 o and inclination to the line of sight () = 38 °. The turnover radius (rt) is 

located at "' 1.5 arcsec (projected distance at the galaxy of 96 pc) from the nucleus and 

the maximum velocity at this distance is Vm "' 675 km s-1. Das et al. (2005) found very 

similar parameters for their model : P A = 60 o, a = 33 ± 2 o, e = 45 ± 5o, 1·t = 96 ± 16 pc 

and Vm = 800 ±50 km s - 1 what is not surprising as their data covers just a slightly la.rger 

region than ours, and suggests that the [O IIIJ optical emission line kinematics is similar to 

those of the [S III] and HeI lines. 

Due to the bicone large opening angle and its inclination to the line-of-sight, component 

B has the highest blueshifts of "' -600 km s-1 dose to the nucleus at "' 0.3 arcsec SW and 

the highest redshifts of"' 400 kms- 1 ata distance of"' 1" to NE of the nucleus. Component 

Ris symmetrical to B showing the highest redshifts of,...., 600 km s-1 at ,...., 0.3 arcsec NE of 

the nucleus and the highest blueshifts of ,..., -400 kms- 1 ata distance of,..., 1" to the SW of 

the nucleus. 
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Fig. 15.- Geometry of the bicone model with the green line representing the plane of the 
galaxy. The line-of-sight is looking down, approximately parallel to the z axis. 
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7. Discussion 

7.1. The Bicone 

The fiux distribution and kinematics of the IS IIIl, He I, IFe II], H I, and IP I!J largely 

traces the biconical outfiow. Nevertheless the presence of some high fl.ux clouds and their 

approximate alignment with the radio knots to the NE suggests a weak correlation with the 

radio jet. We interpret that these hígh fiux clouds could be formed by compression of the 

ISM gas by the radio jet, creating regions of higher gas density. 

'I\vo emission components were detected for the IS IIII and He I emission lines in the 

region occupied by the bicone. In view of the galaxy inclination angle and PA, and the 

biconical geometry derived from our model, a portion of the galaxy plane will intersect the 

bicone to the SW and NE as shown in Fig. 15. Thus, as one of the components measured 

always shows velocities dose to systernic we assume that this component is emítted by gas 

in tbe plane anel the other by the bicone. 

The small increase in a seen at both endings of the bicone at approximately 1" from 

the nucleus could be due to the collision of the outfiowing gas with a possible denser ISM at 

this distance which would also explain the deceleration trend also starting at this distance. 

The general trend in the two component fit to the IS IIIJ line is that the bluemost 

component shows more flux than the redmost component what would be expected if some 

obscuration is present, considering that the far side of the bicone is partia.lly hidden behind 

the plane of the galaxy, according to our model. This obscuration however must not be too 

strong as we see both components along most of the bicone. 

7 .2. H 2 and the Bar 

Interestingly H2 emission is found to be distributed along the inner ends of the galaxy 

bar avoiding the bicone region and the radio jet. This can be understood as due to the 

fact that along the bicone radiation from the AG N probably dissociates most o f the H2 

molecules present. The region outside the bicone however must be shielded from the 

ionizing radiation. The geometry is consistent with the shielding being provided by the 

dusty torus whose axis would be parallel to the bicone axis . Moreover Mundell and Shone 
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(1999) detected an infiow of H I along the galaxy bar at large scales. This gas could be the 

source for the formation of the observed H2 . 

The kinematics is dominated by velocities d ose to systemic, with some redshifts 

observed to the NE along the galaxy MA and towards the N, while some blueshifts are 

observed to the SW along the bicone axis and towards the Vv'. This geometry cannot be 

explained solely by rotation or outftow. Thus it is probable that we are seeing a combination 

of both movements with the outflowing gas disturbing the rotatioo pattern and increasing 

the radial velocities t o values higher than the ones that would be produced by rotation only. 

7.3. The Radio Jet 

The debate over the importance of the radio jet in shaping the NLR of active galaxies 

is not yet settled and both photoionization (Binette et al. 1996) and shock ionization caused 

by the passage of the jet (Storchi-Bergmann et al. 2007) are likely sources of ionization. Our 

data for the galaxy NGC 4151 supports that photoionization is the dominant excitation 

mechanism in the NLR as no clear correspondence between the radio jet and the NLR 

structure can be seen. Tbis result is in agreement with the findings of Das et al. (2005); 

Mundell et al. (2003) .. vhose kinematic analysis revealed that radiation is the most likely 

source of ionization, and Nelson et al. (2000); Hutchings et al. (1998) who measured 

emission Jine ratios wbich also favoreci photoionization by the AGN radiation. 

8. Conclusions 

The NLR of the galaxy NGC 4151 shows a rather complex geometry. The flux 

distributions and kinematics show that while the biconical outflow is the dominant 

component, the large scale bar, and to a minar extent, the radio jet also have a role in 

shaping the NLR. 

• T he IS IIIJ, HeI, !Fe 111, H I, and IP IIJ kinematics is largely determined and well 

modelled by a biconical outfiow. 

• The bicone parameters derived by our model are: P A = 58°, half opening angle 

a = 30°, inclination to the line of sight B = 38°, turnover radius rt "' 1.5 arcsec, and 
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the maximum velocity at this distance Vm ""675 km s-1• 

• The H2 is distributed along the inner region of the large scale galaxy bar probably 

tracing the inflow of gas. 

• The AGN radiation is the most probable source of ionization of the NLR. 

• The radio jet plays a minor role in shaping the NLR of the galaxy NGC 4151. 
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